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supports the terrace We descend one of the flights
of steps and pause before a favourite rock plant in the
wall, a lovely little thing with grey and downy lea\es,
the dittany of Crete, a perfect if modest gem which
Bidder gave us, and one which Sir Arthur Evans when
he comes to see us recognises and always stops to admire
The party is halted before it, and if this plant test of
endurance is approved, the tour goes on, but if there
is a vacant stare and a bored asking of "which one^", we
promptly mount the fellow-flight of steps, regain the
upper terrace, and the party subsides thankfulK into
chaises longues in the loggia There is no more popular
garden than ours in this round world, at all events
among those who like gardens in small doses
Many of the plants of the garden are souvenirs of the
multitude of friends who had helped us make it Mr
Baker, the Superintendent of the beautiful Oxford
Botanic Gardens, who takes an almost paternal pride
in ours, has enriched it with many rare and lovely
plants Bidder, who loved to come to see us, \\ould
always take me aside and say "Yes, my dear, in thirty
years you will have a garden—propagate, propagate,
that is the way to make one " Yet ever) time he came,
he would bring some treasure of the rock garden from
St John's College and insist on planting it with his own
hands "Professors,59 he would say, with a chuckle,
"may know plants, but know nothing about planting "
Miss Ellen Willmott would come and walk and talk the
whole day long, but her talk would always be worth
listening to She would recognise every plant that
was growing and see everywhere places which, as she
said, "were yearning to give welcome to others " Then
off she would go, tramping all the way to Oxford if
we would let her and presently a great untidy bundle
of rare plants would come from Warley Place, where
she lives
As money is said to attract money, so poets attract
poets There would come from tune to time to sojourn
among us one or other of the younger generation—it

